
Welcome to your Wedding Guide!
Congratulations to the future newlyweds. I am so excited to be taking this journey with you.

At Leo Moon Events, we strive to provide personalized, tasteful, and affordable wedding planning and
coordination to couples of all backgrounds. Our sole purpose is plain and simple; to meet the needs of
our couples while delivering top-of-the-line client service and attentiveness. We truly love curating and
executing weddings artistically saturated with the essence of who our couples truly are.

Here you’ll find a Wedding Guide that I provide to all planning and coordination clients. This
comprehensive guide includes:

● answers to common questions from couples
● a list of questions to ask potential vendors & your venue
● information on wedding insurance
● guides to choosing table linens, buying alcohol for your wedding, planning your ceremony, and

tipping your vendors
● an overview of the wedding planning process
● what to include in a wedding shot list
● a wedding MC or DJ script template

We hope you’re as excited as I am!

Jocelyn Pitts
Owner & Lead Planner
Leo Moon Events
hello@leomoonevents.com

© Copyright Leo Moon Events 2022
No part of this document may be disclosed in any manner to a third party without the prior written consent of Leo Moon Events.
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Most Common Questions from Couples

Q: When and how do we obtain our marriage license? (MINNESOTA)

Requirements
Within the state of Minnesota, marriage applicants must be at least 18 years of age. Both
partners must appear together and present a valid photo ID. The marriage ceremony must take
place within the state, and once issued, your license will be valid for six months.
A unique feature of Minnesota’s marriage license process is its Premarital Education program.
The program is 12 hours long, with the teacher being a licensed/ordained minister, a person
licensed to practice marriage and family therapy, or an authorized officiant who can legally
solemnize your marriage in Minnesota.
The standard fee for a marriage license in MN is $115. If you complete the Premarital Education
program, the fee is reduced to $40. It is payable by check, cash, or credit/debit card.

Applying
You can apply for a license in any county. You don’t have to apply in the county where you want
to get married. Minnesota has an online feature called MOMS (Minnesota Official Marriage
System), which was created, designed, and managed by Minnesota counties to help you
navigate the process (Note: Scott and Washington County do not participate - see below for
links to those counties). Through this site, you can click on a county for more specific
information and instructions. Applications must be submitted in person at any service center or
DMV (COVID-19 may impact in-person applications, check your county for details).

All applicants will have to complete a formal application which you can begin online. While you
may be able to do it onsite, I encourage you to print and complete an application prior to your
visit. I also highly recommend scheduling an appointment instead of just showing up.

Scott County: https://www.scottcountymn.gov/341/Licenses
Washington County: https://www.co.washington.mn.us/740/Marriage-License

Q: We are having an adults-only wedding. How should we let our guests know?

The best way to make sure your guests know the wedding will be adults-only is to be as clear as
possible from the very beginning—especially for the benefit of parents who have to book child
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care. This starts with how you address your save-the-dates and invitations: Only the guests
invited are named on the invitation.

If you’re worried some guests won’t get the hint, include "adults only" on the wedding
invitations. You can even add a count on the RSVP cards. Beneath the line where guests can
write their names, add “___ of ___ guests” and fill in that second line with the number of guests
included in each invitation to avoid any confusion.

Most couples have wedding websites that contain a comprehensive list of details for their
upcoming wedding. On your site, be sure to include an FAQ page. Include the question "Can we
bring kids?” and clearly state that, while you love all those little ones in your lives, you really
want your family and friends to be able to have a fantastic time without worrying about their
kids. Some may still travel with children, so consider including information for a local babysitting
agency.
This answer is courtesy of Brides.com.

Q: When should our Save the Dates and Invitations go out in the mail?

Typically you will send your Save the Dates anywhere from 6-8 MONTHS out from the wedding
date and your Invitations 6-8 WEEKS from the wedding date. You may want to air on the 8
month/week side when sending if you are expecting a lot of out of town guests or if your
wedding is taking place during a holiday weekend.

Helpful Hint: For your invitations, number the back of your RSVP and coordinate it with your
guest list. That way, if a guest forgets to write their name (or you just can't read it), you can figure
out who it is.

Q: When should I create my wedding registry and wedding website?

I recommend creating your wedding registry within a few weeks of getting engaged, or at least
2-3 weeks before your engagement party. But don't worry about having a completed or large
registry to start things off.

It’s best to publish your wedding website 6-8 months before your wedding—correlating this with
when you send your Save the Dates. This will ensure your guests can visit the website and get
all their information when they receive their Save the Date in the mail.
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Q: How should we handle seating at our wedding?

I strongly recommend assigning guests to tables instead of open seating. If you are having a
preselected plated meal you will need to denote each guest's entree choice. This can be done
on the escort card or by doing individual place cards and assigning guests to seats at the table.
Open seating often leads to families and friends being separated and single seats at each table
going to waste.

Q: Who do I include in my meal count besides guests?

In addition to your guests, don't forget your VENDORS who will be present during the full
duration of the event! This could include your planner + assistant, photographer(s),
videographer(s), DJ/Band, photo booth attendant, venue coordinator, etc.

Q: We want a relative/friend to officiate our ceremony. Where do they start?

Having a close friend or family member officiate your ceremony is always a great idea, as long
as both you and the “rookie” officiant feel comfortable with it. We wrote a great guide to hold
their hand throughout the process of becoming a rockstar officiant for your wedding. You can
find the guide here. Feel free to send this to your soon-to-be officiant to get them started.

Q: What factors can help decide what time our ceremony should start?

Before deciding on a ceremony start time, there are a few questions I will ask you to think
about:
1. What time does your venue open for set-up on the day-of?
2. Would you like to do a first look with your partner?
3. How long do you anticipate the ceremony lasting?
4. When is sunset?
These questions will help us determine the best time for your ceremony based on wedding day
wishes as well as best lighting!
See the sample timeline within our shared folder for a better understanding of the order and
timing of events on a wedding day.

What is the difference between a venue coordinator and a wedding planner?

This is such an important question. Venue coordinators or managers and wedding planners
fulfill two incredibly different roles. While venue coordinators manage your venue and know the
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ins and outs of specific spaces, a wedding planner is there for YOU. I will work with you
throughout your planning process to ensure your day goes just as you've envisioned it. Venue
coordinators are helpful in giving advice on what other couples have done in the past at your
venue and what works well in the space. Wedding planners put those pieces together to make
your big day come to life, and that's something you shouldn't be missing out on. We handle the
little details so you or a member of your family doesn't have to.

Questions to Ask Potential Vendors

Caterer(s) (food and drink)

● Do you provide any rentals?
○ If a caterer provides rentals, that typically means plates, glasses, flatware, and/or linens

with a venue providing any tables and/or chairs but always ask.
● Will you package up leftover food? If so, do you provide the packaging materials?

○ If your caterer doesn’t package up food, you can either provide your own to-go boxes
(these can be expensive) or ask what other options they offer for leftovers. Some donate
the food to a local charity, compost it at no additional cost, etc.

● Will you do the dishes?
○ Most caterers do but if, say, you’re hiring a caterer who doesn’t often do big events

and/or isn’t handling the rentals, you need to clarify this. You don’t want to get caught in a
field with 400 dishes and nothing but a garden hose (true story).

Florist

● Will you be on-site to hand out any personal flowers (e.g. boutonnière, bouquets, corsages,
flower crowns, etc.)?

○ If the answer is “no,” be sure to designate someone to do this task. Couples typically
want all flowers in place before any photos begin.

● Will you be returning at the end of the event to collect any materials (e.g. vases,
candleholders, etc.)? If so, when should I expect you? If not, how should I dispose of the
flowers?

Hair and/or Makeup

● You’ll want to tell your stylist(s) who is paying for what.
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● If you’re hiring an on-site hair and/or makeup artist, ask if they need you to provide any
makeup or hair accessories (bobby pins, etc.).

Jeweler

● If I want my ring(s) cleaned, how soon ahead of the ceremony do you need them?

Music (ceremony and/or reception)

● Do you have any specific set-up needs?
○ This typically means access to outlets and a large enough space to set up the music,

band, or DJ booth near to any kind of dance floor.
● Will you need any tech provided by the venue(s)?

○ Think a microphone on a stand, a freestanding mic, and/or lapel mic(s). Often, a DJ will
provide their own equipment but sometimes venues have some, too.

Officiant(s)

● Are you legally qualified to sign my marriage license?
○ This may seem like a silly question but better safe than sorry.

● Do you need anything printed out before the wedding day?
○ This often means any readings for the ceremony.

Photographer(s) and/or Videographer(s)

● When will you be leaving on the wedding day?
○ If you want them on-site to document any kind of fancy exit from the reception, be sure

to coordinate this ahead of time so you don’t go over the time you’ve budgeted.

Venue (ceremony and/or reception)

● What do you provide on-site? Who will be available during the event?
○ Venues offer varying amounts of equipment and personnel. There’s no “right” amount

but it is helpful to know what exactly you’re working with.
● What's your rental window (i.e. eight hours, 10, 12, etc.)?
● Do you allow outside catering?
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○ In my experience, if a venue offers a “preferred” list of caterers, there’s a good reason
(read: their space is weird enough logistically that everything works a lot better if the
caterer knows what they’re getting into).

● Where does the trash go after the event is done?
○ Odd question but some venues are “pack in, pack out,” which means you — and/or any

caterer(s) — are responsible for removing all trash you bring in.
● What’s the parking situation?

○ Your guests want to know exactly two things about your wedding day: when are they
eating and where are they parking. Help them help themselves by posting this
information on a wedding website (if you have one), putting it on invites (if you send any),
and/or spreading the word through family and friends.

● Does your venue require anything in particular (i.e. event insurance, an alcohol license, a
day-of coordinator, etc.)?

● Will I be able to have a rehearsal and if so, when can I have this the week of my wedding and
will there be an additional fee?

Yourself

● When am I eating and drinking on the wedding day? Who is providing that food?
○ Make sure and cover breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks, and dessert. You can also

designate a family member who’s not involved in decorating or in photos to be on snack
duty.

● When and where are my vendors eating during the reception?
○ Photographer(s) and Videographer(s) — Typically right after the wedding party is served

so they can finish eating before they need to take photos of the toasts.
○ Reception Music — After all tables have received food but before toasts begin.
○ Coordinator or Planner — Typically right after the wedding party is served so they can

finish eating before they need to coordinate toasts.
○ If you’re having a seated dinner where the tables will be set, you’ll want to add vendors

to your seating chart.
● When and where am I and my partner signing our marriage license? Who are our witnesses

and do they know that they’re our witnesses?
○ Pack a pen, and note when the license is due back to the county (often within a few days

of the ceremony so pop the license in the mail before any kind of post-wedding travel).
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Venue Walkthrough Questions
When you’re researching venues for a wedding, you’ll often be asked to go on a tour or a first

walkthrough. Then, about 60 days before the wedding, you’ll be asked back for what’s known as a
final walkthrough or tour. Below are the questions I ask as a professional wedding planner at both

meetings.

Who will be at a wedding venue walkthrough or tour?

● At a first walkthrough or tour: Typically it’s just you, your partner, and the venue contact (a.k.a.
whomever you’ve been corresponding with at the venue). You are also welcome to invite any
friends or family but I recommend keeping the party small. You know what they say about too
many cooks…

● At a final walkthrough or tour: Same group but perhaps with a caterer and/or wedding
planner/coordinator, really any vendors you think could benefit from seeing the space and
asking big questions.

What questions should I ask at a wedding venue walkthrough or tour?

● When can we get in on the day? When do we need to be out?
○ You likely already know this information but it’s good to double-check what the venue

has on file.

● Where’s all the stuff going to go?
○ Ask your venue where they recommend various parts of the wedding be set up.

Depending on your wedding this might include any of the following:
■ DJ’s booth and speakers
■ Cake and/or dessert table
■ Gift table
■ Dance floor
■ Decorations

■ Typically, a venue only needs to know this if you have to remove anything
from their walls to decorate and/or you’re bringing something in like, say,
an arbor or chuppah
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■ Head table or sweetheart table (a.k.a. where you and your partner are sitting,
potentially with others or potentially just the two of you)

■ Photo booth

● Who’s the venue’s contact for the wedding day?
○ This is often different from the person who booked your reservation. Ask who will be the

contact at the venue on the wedding day and log it in your phone, tell your vendors, etc.

● When can we have our rehearsal?
○ If you plan to have a rehearsal and you want it at the venue, ask when you can have it.

Many venues charge for you to use the space for a rehearsal (unfortunate, I know) so be
aware that there’s no requirement to have your rehearsal in the space where you’re
getting married. It obviously helps but you can just as easily run through the processional
— a.k.a. who walks with who down the aisle — at somebody’s house, at a restaurant, in a
park, etc.

● Who provides what?
○ This question is most timely at a first walkthrough or tour. What does the venue provide?

What will you need to order through a caterer and/or rental company? The most popular
rental-related items to consider:

■ Plates (main meal and dessert, as applicable)
■ Utensils
■ Cups and glasses (including any special glasses you need for drinks)
■ Linens (specifically, tablecloths and napkins)

● Where does the trash go?
○ Venues often have very specific requirements on where trash, recycling and compost

goes. Ask and then make sure that information is shared with whomever will be helping
clean up at the end of the night.

● Anything we need to keep in mind for the end of the night?
○ The answer is likely “no” but it doesn’t hurt to ask. The venue might need certain items

put back in certain spots, someone to check in with the on-site contact before all guests
leave at the end of the reception, etc.
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● Who’s doing the floor plan?
○ Nine times out of ten the answer is someone at the venue but sometimes, the venue

expects you to make the floor plan. It doesn’t hurt to double-check so you can plan
accordingly.

● If your venue is also doing the catering…
○ At a final walkthrough or tour, confirm any timings related to food including when the

caterer is arriving, when the caterer is starting appetizer/happy hour/main meal/tea and
coffee/dessert service, and when the caterer is departing. This isn’t as pressing at a first
walkthrough or tour.

● If you want mics at the ceremony and the venue is providing them…
○ Often, venues have lapel mics and/or handheld or standing mics and will provide these if

asked. If they don’t have mics and you want them, ask whomever is providing the music
for your wedding, as applicable.

○ I recommend mics for most weddings but they’re not required. I usually recommend mics
if 1) your ceremony is outside, 2) you have more than 50 guests and expect them to be
seated or standing more than six feet away from the front of the ceremony, and/or 3) your
venue is in a noisy place.

What will the wedding venue want to know at a final walkthrough or tour?

● Your final headcount
○ If you don’t know yet, that’s completely, totally, 100 percent fine. Your venue is asking

because they want to know how many tables and chairs to include on the final floor plan
that they’re making for you.

○ What you can tell them instead:
■ A rough estimate of how many guests will attend
■ How many people per table you’re thinking (example: eight to ten per 60-inch

round table)

● Which vendors are arriving when
○ Again, this can just be a rough estimate and, if you don’t know at all, just say you’ll

follow-up with a timeline of the wedding day. As you know, Leo Moon Events will be
sharing a timeline with the venue and all vendors - you can let the venue know this.
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Wedding Insurance
I highly recommend you purchase wedding insurance for your wedding.
Wedding insurance is special event insurance that provides coverage for unexpected mishaps related
to the wedding day such as a venue shutting down, vendor no-shows or last minute cancellations,
extreme weather, stolen or damaged gifts, sickness or injury, and more.

Here are some popular and trusted companies that provide wedding insurance policies:

Wedsure

eWed Insurance

WedSafe

Markel Insurance

It is also common practice for couples to add-on this coverage through their homeowner's insurance
coverage. This is worth considering and looking into, as you can often save money on the policy this
way.
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Table Linen Guide
Table Size Linen Size Capacity Notes

30” Round 108” Seats 4

36” Round 108” Seats 4

48” Round 108” Seats 6

60” Round 120” Seats 8

66” Round
120”

132” to puddle slightly
on the floor

Seats 8
(10 max)

When using a charger plate, 8
seats or less is ideal or else

flatware will get pushed under
the charger.

72” Round 132”
Seats 10
(12 max)

When using a charger plate,
10 seats or less is ideal or

else flatware will get pushed
under the charger.

6’ x 30” Rectangle 90” x 132”
Seats 6-8

(3 per side +
1 on ends)

6’ x 18” Classroom
90” x 132”

floor length
Seats 3 Can be used with 6’ x 30” to

make an extra-wide table.

8’ x 30” Rectangle 90” x 156”
Seats 8-10

(4 per side +
1 on ends)

8’ x 18” Classroom
90” x 132”

floor length
Seats 4 Can be used with 8’ x 30” to

make an extra-wide table.

8’ x 4’ Rectangle

108” x 156”

OR

(2) 90” x 156”

Seats 8-12
(4 per side +
2 on ends)

Extra-wide table great for
seating on both sides of the

table with room for a
centerpiece.

30” Cocktail Table
120”

132”
Seats 3-4 barstools

If not using a cuff/tie.

If using a cuff/tie.

Serpentine 132” Seats 4 Pleated - may need up to 2
linens to drape.
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Guide to Buying Alcohol for Your Wedding

How much BEER do I need for a wedding?

1 keg equals 124 pints of beer or 165 standard-size cans/bottles of beer (or 3 to 5 bottles per beer
drinker)

The thing about kegs is you MUST make sure that whomever is working your bar knows how to tap a
keg, use a jockey box, and/or use a kegerator. Make sure you’ve got all the equipment you need
ahead of time, too, including items like CO² canisters.

How much CHAMPAGNE do I need for a wedding?

1 bottle equals 5 full glasses or 12 half-glasses.

How much ICE do I need for a wedding?

If you’ve hired a caterer or bartender to pour the drinks, they will likely provide the ice. If they don’t,
plan on one pound of ice per person, if ice is included in the drinks. If it’s not, you can get away with
less (and yes, I know that’s still a helluva lot of ice).

How much LIQUOR do I need for a wedding?

1 750-milliliter bottle per 30 people (or about 12 mixed drinks).

To figure out how much of each type of liquor you need, check the specific drink recipe. Here are
some rough estimates, not including mixers:

● Bloody Mary — 2 ounces of vodka
● Dark ‘n’ Stormy — 2 ounces of dark rum
● Gin and Tonic — 2 ounces of gin
● Margarita — 1.75 ounces of tequila and .75 ounces of Triple Sec
● Martini — 2.75 ounces of gin and .75 ounces of vermouth
● Mojito — 2 ounces of white rum
● Moscow Mule — 2 ounces of vodka
● Old Fashioned — 2.5 ounces of whiskey
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● Whiskey and Coke — 2 ounces of whiskey

How much LIQUEUR do I need for a wedding?

1 750-milliliter bottle per 80 people. This includes liqueurs like. triple sec, apple-flavored anything, etc.

How many MIXERS do I need for a wedding?

Like with ice, this may be something that your caterer will handle, if you have a caterer. Either way,
though, plan on 192 ounces per type or flavor per 60 people (that’s about 16 12-ounce cans).

How much WINE do I need for a wedding?

1 case equals 60 glasses (or 1 bottle for every 2 wine drinkers, red or white). So for 120 wine-drinking
guests, you’re looking at 4 cases (two glasses per guest) or 8 cases (four glasses per guest).
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Overview of the Wedding Planning Process

6 MONTHS UNTIL THE WEDDING

● This is the date when you can officially go get your license. In Minnesota, Marriage Licenses are

valid for 6 months, meaning you can apply up to 6 months before your wedding. I recommend

applying for the license 3-4 months in advance of your wedding.

● In Minnesota, there is no “waiting period” (a.k.a. a certain number of dates before the wedding

date when you may need to have your license in hand). This means that the day you obtain your

license you can get married.

TWO WEEKS UNTIL THE WEDDING

● We will work together to finalize your final day-of timeline. As soon as we finalize the timeline, I

will send a final confirmation email to your vendors including the timeline and any other details

they may need for the day-of.

WEEK OF THE WEDDING

● It’s good practice to send a copy of your wedding timeline to your wedding party, immediate

family, and any other “VIPs” 5-7 days before your wedding.

● Wedding VIPs are usually anyone who’s attending the rehearsal or who would attend a

rehearsal if the couple was having one: the wedding party (as applicable), biological or chosen

family members, and anyone else involved in the ceremony (examples include ring bearers,

flower people, ceremony readers, etc.)
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DAY BEFORE THE WEDDING

● This is typically the most popular day for a rehearsal and any post-rehearsal meal. It is not

uncommon to hold a rehearsal somewhere other than your ceremony venue, especially when

your venue is unavailable for a rehearsal due to other bookings. In this case, get creative with it!

Meet your wedding party at a local park, reserve a party room at a restaurant, get together in

someone’s backyard… the options are endless.

● Some couples also like to have a welcome meal or happy hour to greet guests. This is often

open to more people than a post-rehearsal meal and usually happens two to three days before

the wedding day.

THE WEDDING DAY

● Hair and/or makeup appointments for the bride and the bridal party

○ The two most important pieces of information that you need if you’re offering hair and/or

makeup are 1) how many people are getting something done and 2) what they’re getting

done. Once you have this information, ask the salon, stylist, etc. how long each treatment

takes and work back from there.

○ For example, say we have one bride and five bridesmaids. If each is getting hair and

makeup, it’ll probably take five to six hours with two to three stylists. It’s nice to add an

extra hour for buffer or “getting dressed” time. One way this looks: For a 2 p.m. first look,

you’d start hair and makeup appointments at 8 a.m. for a six-hour window for hair,

makeup, dressing, and buffer.

○ Don’t forget any other members of your family or friends who want in on hair and

makeup. They typically can get their hair and/or makeup done later in the day because

they don’t need to be ready for photos as early as the couple or any wedding party.

● Venue rental begins

○ Most venue rental windows run eight to 12 hours. Always leave an hour at the end for

clean-up (a.k.a. the time between when you and your guests leave and the time when
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your wedding vendors leave). Very few venues allow you to leave decorations, alcohol,

etc. overnight either the night before or of the wedding. Keep this in mind as you figure

out what’s getting to where by when.

● Photographer(s) begin

○ Things to consider when you’re considering when your photographer should start:

■ When do you want to see your partner? Often, this is either a “first look” (a private

meet-up between the couple before the ceremony) or when one person walks

down the aisle toward the other.

■ What type of photos do you want? The most common options are wedding party

photos (usually 30 to 45 minutes) and family photos (usually 45 to 60 minutes).

Sometimes couples like “couple-only photos,” too (usually 10 to 15 minutes). Your

photographer may also recommend getting-ready photos (usually 15 to 30

minutes right after the photographer first arrives) and detail shots (usually 15 to 30

minutes throughout the day of such items as the wedding dress on a hanger, the

wedding bands on a flower, etc.)

■ When do you want to take photos?

■ If you have a first look: Often, couples will move from the first look right into

wedding party photos and then family photos. Family photos can also

easily happen right after the ceremony but remember, any post-ceremony

photos add time between the end of the ceremony and when you and your

partner arrive at the reception or cocktail hour.

■ If you first see each other walking down the aisle: All photos — wedding

party, family, any additional couple photos — will happen right after the

ceremony. My only note of caution here: Try and keep the list of photos you

want on the smaller end so you don’t get caught up in a two-hour photo

session and miss your own cocktail hour.

■ All of the above applies to a videographer, too, if you and your partner hire one.

● Florist and/or flowers arrive
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○ If you have any flowers that you’d want in photos such as bouquets or boutonnières,

make sure those flowers are with you when photos start. In other words, if you opt for a

first look and the first look isn’t at the same spot where you’re having the ceremony,

consider how the flowers are getting to the first look spot.

○ If you’re having flowers delivered and/or set-up, be sure to check with the florist on

timing and plan accordingly.

● Ceremony/Reception music arrives

○ In many cases, ceremony and reception music are the same — a DJ hired to do the audio

at the ceremony and at the reception or just at the reception.

○ However, sometimes a couple will hire one type of music for the ceremony — a harpist or

acoustic guitarist, for example — and another for the reception.

● Caterer(s) arrives

○ Remember to include the arrival time for every caterer or food provider involved in your

wedding, including for any dessert you may want.

● Officiant arrives

○ An officiant usually doesn’t need to be at the ceremony venue any more than 30 minutes

before the ceremony starts but earlier is always better than later so that they can, as

needed, find parking, get mic’d up, and be ready to get you married.

● Partner #1 and partner #1’s party get ready

● Partner #2 and partner #2’s party get ready

○ Often couples like to get ready with their respective parts of the wedding party, if they

have a wedding party. If you do this, just make sure everyone knows where to meet and

when.

● Partner #1 and partner #1’s party arrive at ceremony (or first look) location

● Partner #2 and partner #2’s party at ceremony (or first look) location

● Ceremony begins

● Couple signs license with witnesses and officiant
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○ This takes, at most, 10 minutes. I recommend you do it right after the ceremony

(preferably in a private room away from guests) just so you don’t have to worry about it.

Be sure and double-check the paperwork that comes with the license to see the

deadline for when you need to return the final license to the county.

● Reception begins

○ This time is often considered your happy hour between the ceremony and the main meal.

If you elected to do photos after the ceremony, this is when that would happen.

● Couple introduced

○ Like so much on this timeline, being introduced at the reception is definitely not required

(or you can go the other way and introduce more than just the two of you — say, the

whole wedding party).

● Sunset

○ I know this seems funny but believe me, it matters, particularly when it comes to any

photos you might want to take at the wedding. Photos need light so it makes a difference

when the sun goes down.

● Main meal begins

● Toast(s)

○ A good time for toasts is when the last guest is served (either through the buffet line or

served a plated meal). This ensures you will have the attention of guests, and the

wedding party has finished eating.

● Cake cutting

● First dance(s)

● Dance floor opens

● Bouquet and/or garter toss

● Any additional wedding “traditions”

○ All of the above “traditions” are totally optional. None are required.

● Last call

● Couple’s exit
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● Guests leave

● Venue rental ends

○ Make a list like the below to ensure all items are accounted for and go with the correct

person at the end of the night.

■ Alcohol: goes with [name of person responsible for this item]

■ Decorations: goes with [name of person responsible for this item]

■ Leftover food: goes with [name of person responsible for this item]

■ Gifts: go with [name of person responsible for this item]

○ For couples I work with, I’m the person in charge of making sure all of the above is

packed up and handed off to the designated person. If you don’t have a coordinator, this

will likely be a family member or friend — just be sure to tell them ahead of time.
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Creating a Wedding Shot List

Who do I include on a wedding photo list?

Below is literally every single option so use it as a menu to pick and choose what photos you and your
partner actually want from your wedding. Any people below who don’t apply to your wedding? Skip
‘em!

If you two have people who are accompanying you during the ceremony:

The couple with:

Partner 1’s party

Individual members of Partner 1’s party

Partner 2’s party

Individual members of Partner 2’s party

Officiant(s)
Partner 1 with:

Partner 1’s party

Individual members of Partner 1’s party

Partner 2’s party

Individual members of Partner 2’s party

Officiant(s)
Partner 2 with:

Partner 1’s party

Individual members of Partner 1’s party

Partner 2’s party

Individual members of Partner 2’s party

Officiant(s)
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If you have any family — biological and/or chosen — attending the wedding:

Partner 1’s side of the family (repeat for Partner 2)
The couple with:

Partner 1’s immediate family

Partner 1’s parent(s) or guardian(s) — individual (a photo per parent or guardian) and together

Partner 1’s sibling(s) — individual and together

Partner 1’s maternal grandparents(s)

Partner 1’s maternal aunt(s), uncle(s), and/or cousin(s)

Partner 1’s maternal relatives (additional)

Partner 1’s paternal grandparent(s)

Partner 1’s paternal aunt(s), uncle(s), and/or cousin(s)

Partner 1’s paternal relatives (additional)
Partner 1 with:

Partner 1’s immediate family

Partner 1’s parent(s) or guardian(s) — individual (a photo per parent or guardian) and together

Partner 1’s sibling(s) — individual and together

Partner 1’s maternal grandparents(s)

Partner 1’s maternal aunt(s), uncle(s), and/or cousin(s)

Partner 1’s maternal relatives (additional)

Partner 1’s paternal grandparent(s)

Partner 1’s paternal aunt(s), uncle(s), and/or cousin(s)

Partner 1’s paternal relatives (additional)
Partner 2 with:

Partner 1’s immediate family

Partner 1’s parent(s) — individual (a photo per parent or guardian) and together

Partner 1’s sibling(s) — individual and together

Partner 1’s maternal grandparents(s)

Partner 1’s maternal aunt(s), uncle(s), and/or cousin(s)

Partner 1’s maternal relatives (additional)

Partner 1’s paternal grandparent(s)

Partner 1’s paternal aunt(s), uncle(s), and/or cousin(s)

Partner 1’s paternal relatives (additional)
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Don’t forget any groups of people whom you may not be related to but whom you consider family.
This might be a tight-knit group of friends from college, people with whom you’ve made a community
in your city, coworkers — add them to your list and plan to take those photos sometime during the
party part of your day.

Also worth including on this list: Any particular moments at the wedding that you want to make sure
to capture. Examples include when one partner sees the other partner walking down the aisle, a VIP’s
toast, etc.

It’s a great idea to send your photographer this list ahead of time… some photographers will even
assist you in making a shot list!
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Wedding Ceremony Guide

The different parts of a wedding ceremony (Western cultural traditions)

● The processional (who walks down the aisle)
● The officiant’s opening and welcome
● Any readings, songs, prayers, etc.
● Expression of intent (the “I dos”)
● Vows (what you say to each other)
● Ring exchange (when you give each other rings)
● Pronouncement (when the officiant tells everyone you’re married now)
● The kiss
● The recessional (you walk back down the aisle)

The processional

I have seen more than one rehearsal get derailed because the couple didn’t get a chance to talk about
whom they wanted to walk down the aisle and when (i.e. the processional). There is no one way the
processional has to be ordered.
Below are a few examples. Use them to build the ceremony that best serves you and your partner:

Example 1
● Officiant enters ceremony
● Partner 1 enters ceremony alone or alongside one or two VIP(s)
● VIPs enter in pairs, starting with the pair to be farthest from the couple OR the pair to be closest

to the couple
● Flower people and/or ring bearer(s) enter
● Partner 2 enter alone or alongside one or two VIP(s)

Example 2
● Officiant enters ceremony (not during the processional)
● Partner 1 enters alone or alongside one or two VIP(s)
● VIPs enter in pairs, starting with the pair to be farthest from the couple OR the pair to be closest

to the couple
● Flower people and/or ring bearer(s) enter
● Partner 2 enters alone or alongside one or two VIP(s)
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Example 3
● Officiant arrives at front right before ceremony begins (not during the processional)
● VIPs walk alone
● Partners 1 and 2 walk in together

Example 4
● Officiant and Partner 1 enter right before ceremony begins
● Partner 1’s party enters from side
● Partner 2’s party enters alone
● Partner 2 enters alone or alongside one or two VIP(s)

How many songs do we need? Often two but sometimes one. It depends on if one partner wants one
song for their entrance and the entrance of anyone following them and the another partner wants a
different song for their entrance.

The officiant’s opening and welcome

Don’t be shy about telling your officiant what you and your partner want. This isn’t being “bossy.” It’s
honestly a relief. Your officiant wants to give you the ceremony you — not they — want. Knowing what
that looks like is SO helpful.

Questions to keep in mind as you and your partner decide what to tell your officiant:
● Is God invited to the wedding?
● How do you want to be introduced, if you want to be introduced at all? A few common options:

○ Wife and wife
○ Husband and wife
○ Husband and husband
○ Partners
○ Ms. and Ms.
○ Mrs. and Mx.
○ Mr. and Mrs.
○ Mx. and Mx.
○ Mr. and Mr.
○ Mr. and Mx.
○ Mrs. and Mrs.
○ Mr. and Ms.
○ Your first names only
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Often, the officiant’s opening is five or so minutes. The officiant runs through what this event is, who’s
getting married, and any bureaucratic announcements (i.e. “Please turn off your cell phones”). This last
bit, if you even want to do it, can also be done before you walk down the aisle, if you prefer to skip the
bureaucracy once you’re at the altar.

Readings, songs, prayers, etc.

I’d say about half the weddings I do have some kind of reading. Usually this is done by a VIP whom the
couple didn’t invite into a wedding party but wants to acknowledge in a public way.

This section is pretty much “choose your own adventure.” You can skip it, embellish it, do whatever you
want with it. It’s meant as a way to call out specific elements of your relationship that you want
highlighted as you and your partner get married.

Expression of intent

This is the part more commonly known as the “I dos.” It’s when you and your partner individually say
why you’re here to do and what you plan to do.

Usually, the officiant will ask each person a question (“Will you, [Partner 1], cherish [Partner #] as your
lawful wedded [insert the title of your choosing], protecting [Partner 2’s pronoun], and tending to
[Partner 2’s pronoun] through sickness and health?”

Partner 1 would then reply “I do” or “I will.”

This takes about 5 to 10 minutes, depending on how many “I do’s” you and your partner want to cover.
(Search online for a variety of options on what I do’s you can do.)

Vows

This is where you share what you verbally commit to each other. Most vows I’ve seen are about a page
long (12-point font, double spaced, take about 1 to 2 minutes to read) but vows can be as long or as
short, as serious or as funny as you like. Usually, each partner writes their own (me to you and you to
me).

Here’s some recommendations for a great progression for vows:
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● What I love about you/what you’ve contributed to my life
● What I promise/commit to you in our relationship
● Future goals/dreams/adventures

Think of vows as a story. You want a beginning, middle, and end. You also want to be conscious of your
crowd. Inside jokes are great but will your grandma really get why you’re saying “swipe right” every
other sentence? Do we care if she does?

Ring exchange

If you’ve decided to wear wedding rings, this is where you exchange them. If you have a wedding
party, often the person who’s physically closest to each partner “holds” the rings.

As with all things weddings, though, it doesn’t have to be this way. The officiant can hold them or even
the couple, if they have clothes with pockets.

My main advice here is, if you decide to have a ring bearer, make sure that they don’t hold the rings all
ceremony. Ring bearers are often cute little children with short attention spans (or, sometimes, equally
cute, equally easy-to-distract dogs). As soon as those rings get up the aisle, have a responsible adult
take them so that they don’t get lost in the shuffle.

What about my engagement ring? Many people move it to their right hand for the day and then move it
back later (“tradition” has you put your wedding band closer to your heart followed by your
engagement ring on top).

Pronouncement

Short and sweet: This is when the officiant hypes the crowd.

You might know it as “It is now my honor to introduce…” Sometimes the officiant will also invoke the
power that ordained them (“By the power vested in me by…”)

The pronouncement is immediately followed by a cue for the kiss (i.e. the stodgy and dated “You may
now kiss the bride” or the more modern “You may now kiss”). Often, this is when a couple who’s
observing certain traditions like smashing the glass or jumping the broom will do so.
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The kiss

I’m gonna let you figure this one out on your own.

The recessional

This is when you head back down the aisle and bask in that celebratory “We actually did it!”
post-ceremony euphoria.

The wedding party always asks me when they should also walk down the aisle. The answer: Wait until
the couple’s made it all the way back to the end. Then you can go, followed by the officiant and the
front row of guests. Honestly, though, nobody cares. They only have eyes for the newlyweds.

Don’t forget! You still need to sign your license to make it official.
I always recommend couples sign their license immediately after their ceremony, ideally in a private
room/hallway/corner away from grabby wedding guests. You’ll need each other, the officiant, and
however many witnesses required by the area where you got married (two are required in MN).

Once you’ve signed the license, be sure to pop it in the mail by the “due back to the county” deadline
that’s stated on all of those extraneous worksheets stuffed in the manila envelope you got when you
first picked up the license. Oftentimes, your officiant will be responsible for this — check with them!

Additional resources

● There are a lot of great ceremony templates out there. This is the one that I point people to
most. A Practical Wedding does a nice job of serving up a few different options that you can use
to build your own ceremony script.

● If you want to talk to a professional and don’t already have one, try Googling “wedding
ceremony consultants” or “wedding officiants near me.” Most officiants will gladly talk to you for
free.
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Wedding MC or DJ Script Template

[insert time] — Couple enters reception

“I’d like to welcome [specify how you’d like to be introduced].”

● Examples of ways couples are introduced:

○ First names only (e.g. “Luke and Gabriel”)

○ First and last name(s) (e.g. “John Johnson and Alex Lopez” or “John and Alex Johnson”)

○ Formal attribution (e.g “Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Hamilton”)

● If your MC or DJ doesn’t know how to pronounce your name, offer a pronunciation guide (e.g.

“e-liz-a-beth ker-amer”)

[insert time] — Meal service begins (if buffet)

“[insert meal, typically dinner] is now available. We’re going to start with Table 1 and proceed from

there.”

● Note: If you have table numbers but aren’t going to dismiss numerical (i.e. “Table 1, Table 2,

Table 3, etc.”) be sure to note this for your MC or DJ. Perhaps you want a sweetheart table and

then Table 9 and Table 3 dismissed (where your family is sitting). Whatever the order, just make

sure that the person calling out the tables knows.

[insert time] — Toasts start

“I’d like to invite [insert relationship to the couple], [insert name of person presenting toast and, as

needed, pronunciation of their name], to the mic.”

[insert time] — First dance(s)

SONG: [specify song title and artist]
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“I’d like to invite the couple out on the dance floor for their first dance.”

SONG: [specify song title and artist]

“I’d like to invite [Partner 1 and loved one of their choice] out on the dance floor.”

SONG: [specify song title and artist]

“I’d like to invite [Partner 2 and loved one of their choice] out on the dance floor.”

[insert time] — Cake cutting

“I’d like to invite all of our guests to turn their attention to the cake table for the cutting of the cake.”

[insert time] — Bouquet and/or garter toss

“It’s time for the [insert relevant partner] to toss the [relevant item]! All who’d like to participate, please

gather at the center of the dance floor.”

[insert time] — Last call

“Heads-up: The bar’s about to close so grab any last drinks!”

[insert time] — Couple’s departure

“I’d like to invite all of our guests to [insert location] to wish the couple on their way! [Add any specifics

if your guests should pick up a sparkler, bubbles, etc. for the exit]”
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Vendor Tipping Guide
Please note: By this point in wedding planning, you’ve likely spent a whole lot of money so if tips don't
make sense, they don't make sense. A glowing online review is also a great way to say thank you to

your vendor team.

Vendor Recommendation

Hair and/or makeup Highly recommended 15 to 20 percent

Florist Nice if they’ve been awesome but not
“required”

10 to 15 percent

Food Only if your contract doesn’t already
include gratuity

15 to 20 percent
OR
$50 to $100 per chef and
$20 to $50 per server

Music - Band Highly recommended because they’ve
lugged so much equipment around

$25 to $50 per band member

Music - DJ Highly recommended because they’ve
lugged so much equipment around

10 to 15 percent

Officiant Nice if they’ve been awesome and
aren’t a friend but not “required”

$100 donation to the
organization of their choice

Photographer and/or
Videographer

Nice if they’ve been awesome but not
“required”

$50 to $100

Transportation Only if your contract doesn’t already
include gratuity

15 percent

Wedding Planner or
Coordinator

Recommended if a lot of set-up/
teardown is needed and/or they’ve
been awesome

10 to 15 percent

Note: I’m free to dole out the actual tips (sometimes the couple (you) or parents, would prefer to do this).
If you’d like me to handle this, I request that you separate all tips in separate envelopes with vendor names and

roles for distribution on your wedding day. I will tip each vendor as they wrap up service.
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